Animals use pain-relief learning to discern which actions can diminish or abolish noxious stimuli. If 12 relief from pain is provided in a specific location, place learning is the mechanism used to pinpoint 13 that location in space. Little is known about how physiological and non-directly damaging stimuli 14 can alter visual-based searching behaviour in animals. Here we show how the optogenetically-15 induced activation of bitter-sensing neurons urges Drosophila melanogaster to seek relief from 16 bitter taste stimulation and that this distressful, but ecologically relevant stimulus, innately wired to 17 the threat of intoxication, is sufficient to elicit pain-relief-like behavioural responses. Specifically, 18 freely walking flies inside an open circular arena are trained to seek relief from the unpleasant 19 stimulation by searching for a safe area alternatively positioned in the proximity of a pair of 20 identical, diametrically opposed, visual markers. Moreover, and perhaps more importantly, under 21 this paradigm flies develop visual place learning manifested by their seeking relief in the zone 22 associated with bitter relief during the last trial of training, even when exposed to constant bitter 23 stimulation with no relief provided. An important implication is that this form of learning does not 24 lead to operant conditioning generalization. We further propose that kinematic indexes, such as the 25 spatially-specific reduction of locomotor velocity, may provide immediate evidence of relief-based 26 place learning and spatial memory. 27 1984) or electrical shock (Yarali et al. 2008) acting as distress-inducing stimuli, and relief being 52
Introduction
Animals are naturally prone to recognizing exogenous events or actions which can terminate or 30 diminish noxious stimuli: this kind of learning ability is termed pain-relief learning (Navratilova and 31 Porreca 2014; Gerber et al. 2014) . The peculiarity of this type of learning lies in the fact that it 32 depends upon the cessation of a negative stimulus rather than on the overt onset of a pleasant or 33 unpleasant event as a consequence of an animal action (rewarding operant conditioning and 34 punishing operant conditioning, respectively) (Quinn et al. 1974; Brembs 2000) . While in the last 35 two cases a rudimental receptivity towards external events may be sufficient to allow operant 36 learning to take place, relief learning may depend on higher cognitive processes: an animal has to 37 keep trace of the actions which do not lead to relief and employ other, more efficient behavioural 38 strategies (Heisenberg 2015) . Furthermore, the outcome seeked by the animal is solely the 39 cessation of an internal state of distress, no other exogenous or environmental events are 40 expected to occur. When relief from distress is provided in a specific place, the relieving action 41 consists in being (and remaining) in the safe location (Baggett et al. 2018) . Spatial localization 42 based, for example, on visual (Ofstad et al. 2011) or idiothetic (Kim and Dickinson 2017) cues, is 43 the learning mechanism that guarantees a faster return to the distress-relieving place in case of 44 necessity (Ostrowski et al. 2015) . The skills animals use to pinpoint relevant stimuli in the 45 surrounding milieu is called place learning. If a specific location in space is associated to the 46 cessation of noxious stimuli, such a location can be referred to, and be perceived by the animal, as 47 a "safe zone" (Wustmann et al. 1996) . 48
When the location of a fervently seeked safe zone is suddenly moved, the animal has to begin the 49 searching behaviour anew in order to find the novel location. Most of research on this subject has 50 relied on a visual-guided place-learning paradigm with heat (Ofstad et al. 2011) , water (Morris 51 virtual "safe zone" (in the proximity of one of the two stripes). Whenever the tracked fly entered the 86 safe zone, optogenetic stimulation was interrupted. At every trial, the safe zone was switched to 87 the Buridan stripe which was not matched to relief in the immediately preceding trial. 88
Using Generalised Linear Mixed Models (GLMM) to analyse the number of visits to the different 89 zones of the arena and Linear Mixed-Effects Models (LME) to analyse the time spent in the 90 different zones during each visit, we found that BitterStim and control flies differ in the number of 91 visits to specific zones of the arena as well as in the time spent in those zones. In particular, 92
BitterStim flies (N = 38) spent more time in the active safe zone than in any other arbitrarily defined 93 zone having equal area and distance to the arena rim ( Figure 2 , Table 1 , 94 Supplemental_Movie_S1). The best GLMM explaining the number of visits to each zone takes into 95 consideration the flies as belonging to different groups, whereas the best LME explaining the time 96 spent in each zone is the one considering Group:Zone interaction as the explanatory variable (the 97 best GLMM Bayes' Factor -BF = 145.92 when compared to the null model; the best LME BF= 98 7.26*10 17 when compared to the null model). We also observed that control flies (wild type Oregon-99 R strain (N = 8) and offspring of an Oregon-R x ChR2 (N = 10) cross) spent a slightly longer time in 100 the active safe zone than in any other zone ( Figure 2B ), possibly due to the mildly distressing 101 effect produced by the flashing blue-light (employed to produce the optogenetic stimulus). 102
When a freely-behaving animal is exposed to a potentially harmful stimulus, it alters its behaviour 103 in order to relieve distress and avoid any ensuing damage. Avoidance responses can be detected 104 by considering the ensuing alteration in the kinetics of movement: for example, at the onset of an 105 unexpected stimulus, independently from its valence, a startle response may be evoked (Bradley 106 et al. 2018; Hoy et al.; Cho et al. 2004) . Conversely, when relief from a noxious stimulus is 107 associated with a particular spatial location, the animal might be expected to slow down and 108 eventually stop in the safe zone; this may also be associated with a correlation between the degree 109 of relief experienced and the magnitude of the decrease in velocity. Since, in our experimental 110 paradigm, a specific safe zone provides relief on alternate trials, we compared the velocities of flies 111 either experiencing or not experiencing relief in the same spatial location. A Linear Mixed-Effects 112 provided, compared to when relief does not take place (the best LMEs (one for each relief-114 providing zone, i.e. north/even or south/odd) representing the BitterStim flies' behaviour are those 115 with relief as the explanatory variable; the northern safe zone BF= 7.66*10 3 when compared to the 116 null model; the southern safe zone BF = 2.04*10 4 when compared to the null model). In the case of 117 control flies, the best LME model for the southern/odd safe zone is the null model (i.e. with no 118 explanatory variables), while we report a slight, and widely considered insignificant (Raftery 1995) , 119 difference for the northern/even zone (Table 1 and Figure 2D ) with relief as the explanatory 120 variable. 121 122
Safe-place memory retention following training can be evidenced by localization and 123 locomotor velocity reduction during a probe session 124
Following the training session, we wished to test whether or not flies had acquired a place 125 preference. In order to do so, immediately after the training session, we ran a probe session which 126 was designed to be similar to a single trial of training, but in this case no safe-zones were defined. 127
We split the BitterStim group into two subgroups: one was probed in the arena in the presence of 128 the Buridan stripes (BitterStimLIT, N = 21), the other was probed in complete darkness 129 (BitterStimDARK, N = 20) . BitterStimLIT flies, during optogenetic stimulation, are expected to 130 search for the safe zones in the vicinity of the stripes more often than control flies (N = 18), as 131 previously reported for similar visual learning paradigms (Ofstad et al. 2011; Collett et al. 1993) . 132
We employed the above described GLMMs and LMEs to test whether the frequency with which a 133 group of flies entered specific zones of the arena, and the time spent in those zones, depended on 134 bitter-stimulation. We found that a GLMM analysis for the number of visits to the arena zones, 135 considering control, BitterStimLIT, and BitterStimDARK flies as belonging to different groups, did 136 not highlight any significant differences, and the best model was a null model ( Figure 3A and Table  137 1). No Group or Group:Zone interaction could explain the data, suggesting that, from the point of 138 view of the number of visits to the arena zones, the three groups of flies were not statistically 139 different. On the other hand, the best LME to describe the time spent within the arena zones by the 140 flies was a model considering the interaction between Group and Zone. That is, BitterStimLIT, BitterStimDARK and control flies had different preferred zones in the arena (in terms of time spent 142 within them) ( Figure 3B and 3C, the best LME considers Group:Zone interaction as the explanatory 143 variable for the time spent in different zones of the arena: BF= 5.75*10 6 when compared to the null 144 model). 145
Since during training both zones (i.e. the two diametrically opposed stripes) were alternately linked 146 to bitter-relief, we expected BitterStimLIT flies to show approximately the same frequency of visits 147 to each stripe during the post-training probe session. Surprisingly, this wasn't the case: we found 148 that BitterStimLIT flies manifested a safe zone preference (evidenced by the previous model and 149 reported in Figure 3 ). In particular, these flies tended to prefer the stripe matched to relief in the 150 last training trial. This did not occur for control flies. 151
From what we observed during training sessions, velocity could be used as an indirect index of 152 place learning: that is, indirect evidence that an animal spends more time in a specific safe zone 153 can be obtained by identifying bouts of decreased velocity, whenever relief can be achieved. As 154 training progresses, an animal learns to expect specific consequences associated with its own 155 actions or with external events (Heisenberg 2015). If a fly learns that stopping in the close vicinity 156 of a visual landmark (i.e. Buridan stripe) can be relieving, this will lead to an alteration of the 157 individual's locomotor kinetics even before relief actually takes place. In our experiments, during 158 probe sessions, no relief takes place but we reasoned that, following the 48 minutes of training, 159 flies might form some kind of relief-expectation. To test this hypothesis we analysed the velocities 160 of BitterStimLIT flies (the only group of flies that showed a marked preference for one of the two 161 safe zones) when they were inside the previously (during training) safety-matched zones. We 162 found that BitterStimLIT flies showed a significantly greater reduction in velocity when they were in 163 the vicinity of the stripe which was associated to relief in the immediately preceding training trial 164 than when they were close to the opposite stripe, suggesting that the two stripes yielded different 165 mnemenic properties. ( Figure 3D and Table 1 . the best LME considers the two previous safe 166 zones as being different also during the probe session: BF = 101.14). 167
Animals can return to a known location by relying on multiple sources of information (Collett and 170 Collett 2000; Wystrach et al. 2013; Gould 1986; David Morgan 2009 ). In our case, we wondered 171 whether zone preference was based on idiothetic (i.e. due to path integration) or visual cues. To 172 test this, a sub-group of bitter-stimulable fruit flies (BitterStimDARK) was probed in complete 173 darkness (no Buridan stripes were displayed). Training scores (number of visits to the safe zones 174 and time spent in the safe zones) for this sub-group were similar to those of the BitterStimLIT flies 175 (Supplemental_Fig_S1). We then tested the location of the flies in the arena during the 30 seconds 176 of complete darkness and during the 30 seconds before the onset of optogenetic stimulation. In 177 order to avoid the confounding effect of flies already being present within a defined safe zone just 178 before the onset of the optogenetic stimulation, we checked for this for all the test groups analysed 179 and found only sporadic cases of flies being already present within a defined safe zone just before 180 the onset of the optogenetic stimulation. In particular, no flies from the BitterStimLIT group were 181 found to be in this condition (Supplemental_Fig_S2). When exposed to optogenetic stimulation 182 during the probe session, BitterStimDARK flies neither visited the safe zones more often than the 183 other arbitrarily defined zones having equal area and distance to the arena rim, nor, differently from 184
BitterStimLIT flies, did they display a preference in terms of time spent in a particular safe zone. 185
This feature supports the evidence that the place preference observed for BitterStimLIT flies is 186 largely due to visual cues ( Figure 3 and Table 1) . 187 188
Discussion 189
We used optogenetic stimulation of bitter-sensing neurons to study visual place learning in and diametrically opposed LED stripes were associated with relief from the bitter stimulus on 194 alternate trials, thus adding an ambiguous visual cue-relief association. We showed that 195 optogenetic activation of bitter-sensing neurons is distressing, and flies tend to seek relief from this perspective, each of the two stripes, which are identical, are linked alternatively either to relief or to 198 the lack of relief. Thus, after the second trial of training, either stripe has been linked to bitter-taste 199 relief or the lack thereof. In the latter case, if the negative bitter experience were to trigger an 200 operant conditioning generalisation (i.e that in the vicinity of the black stripes bitter taste is not 201 necessarily relieved), the flies' bouts of relief searching would be directed away from the stripes. In 202 nature, however, such a process would be detrimental to the animal: for instance, if a fly were to 203 experience an instance of bitter-taste when visiting a red apple and this experience were 204 generalised, the animal would cease to forage on red apples (or would do so with reluctance), thus 205 excluding an important source of nourishment. In our experiments, even though the association 206 between relief and zone is ambiguous (because of the inter-trial alternation) the recent memory of 207 relief appears to override any generalisation. This is evident in the probe session: even if no relief 208 can be achieved, BitterStimLIT flies remember the last location of the safe zone (Ex Safe_Even) 209 and search in the vicinity of one of the stripes rather than navigating randomly in the whole arena. bitter-stimulable flies experience bitter-relief, they slow down more quickly in order to stop in the 214 safe zone ( Figure 2D ). This kinetic alteration is specific to bitter-relief: when the same spatial 215 location does not provide relief, the velocity reduction is significantly less marked and does not 216 necessarily lead to the fly stopping; furthermore, control flies do not alter their kinetics following the 217 cessation of the optogenetic stimulation. Taken together, our results suggest that the preference 218 which bitter-stimulable flies show for safe zones, during the training period, is attributable to bitter-219 relief. This behaviour is reminiscent of that elicited by heat or electrical shock punishment (Ofstad 220 et al. 2011; Yarali et al. 2008) . In line with these evidences, the threat of intoxication, innately wired 221 to bitter taste, may be sufficient to elicit escape (in search of relief) responses (French et al. 2015) 222 and alterations in locomotor velocity could be a marker of the relieving properties of a spatial 223 location. Since the Gr66a>Gal4 line we used for our experiments is characterised by expression of research on the subject is needed to assess the necessary and sufficient subset of bitter-sensing 226 neurons which must be activated in order to elicit this complex response. 227
Throughout the training session (48 minutes), we trained flies to navigate between two identical 228 visual landmarks (stripes) to experience relief from bitter stimulation. Thus, during the probe 229 session, we expected flies to search for the safe zone approximately with the same frequency in 230 the proximity of both Buridan stripes. Nonetheless, during the probe session, bitter-stimulable flies 231 exposed to Buridan stripes (BitterStimLIT) manifested a searching behaviour preferentially centred 232 on the stripe associated with relief during the last trial of the training session (Ex Safe_Even). This 233 preference is characterised by two important features: BitterStimLIT flies spent more time in the Ex 234
Safe_Even zone ( Figure 3B and 3C) but also did not visit (i.e. enter) this zone significantly more 235 than the other zones of the arena ( Figure 3A and Table 1 ). This can be paraphrased as follows: 236 even though BitterStimLIT flies did not frequently enter the computer-defined Ex Safe_Even zone, 237 when they did they spent significantly more time searching for relief in that location than in the 238 opposing Ex-Safe zone. This peculiar preference is also supported by the BitterStimLIT flies 239
showing a significantly greater and steeper reduction in locomotor velocity when walking inside the 240 Ex Safe_Even zone than in the opposing Ex-Safe zone ( Figure 3D) . 241
We interpret these results as additional evidence of retained place information and relief-learning, 242 since none of the bitter-stimulable flies were inside that specific zone before the onset of 243 optogenetic stimulation. 244
We wondered whether our group of flies developed this spatial preference using path integration 245 strategies (Wang 2016; Heinze et al. 2018) . To test this hypotheses, we probed a group of flies 246 (BitterStimDARK) in complete darkness. This group had been trained exactly the same way as the 247
BitterStimLIT group and both groups showed analogous training scores. If path integration played 248 a role in the preference we observed, the effect of this preference should still be present in 249 complete darkness. This was not the case: in complete darkness our BitterStimDARK group flies 250 neither visited a previous safe zone more frequently nor spent more time in one of these zones. 251
This suggests that visual cues are necessary to locate where the safe zones should be searched 252 for.
From an ethological point of view, these results suggest that the threat of intoxication is sufficient to 254 guide escape responses and relief-based place learning. Our results also suggest that the study of 255 learning in freely-behaving animals may be facilitated by analysing, among other variables, 256 variations in locomotor kinetics. More in general, extending our results to other paradigms and 257 species, we suggest that sudden accelerations and increases in locomotor velocity may be 258 considered as markers of startle-like responses, while decelerations/decreased velocities might be 259 linked to relief. Opting for this approach could lead to the identification of learning processes 260 without the need of running a dedicated probe session following the training. Parental lines and progeny were reared on 12-15mL of standard corn meal medium in plastic vials 276 (height 13cm, diameter 5cm). Parental lines (10 males and 5 virgin females for each cross -277 selected 1-2 days after birth) were kept in the same vial to mate for 4-5 days. Virgin females from 278
ChR2 line were crossed to 57670 line males. In the OR-R x ChR2 crosses, OR-R were used as the 279 source of virgin females. After 4-5 days of mating, the parental flies were moved to another clean 280 vial to mate and lay further eggs, and this procedure was repeated 3-4 times.
Offspring birth was monitored every day (between 9.00 am and 11.00 am) and hatched adult 282 individuals were selected under CO2 anaesthesia according to phenotypic markers. 5-6 adult male 283 individuals of such selected offspring were put in the same vial. The vials were then put in a black 284 TJENA box (Ikea, SW). 4 LEDBERG white LEDs (Ikea, SW) were glued to the cover of the box. To 
Optogenetics apparatus 293
To study freely moving fruit flies without clipping their wings, we used a transparent resin arena 294 covered with a glass cover (0.3mm thick), both having a diameter of 109mm. The arena presents a 295 flat inner circular area of 5.5 cm diameter. In this area, the distance between the arena and the 296 cover is 3.5mm; the arena then gently slopes upward towards the edge with an 11° degree slope, 297 thus gradually reducing the distance between the cover and the base. This angle is necessary to 298 avoid the presence of a fly-walkable "wall rim". Arena and cover were designed with AutoCAD® 299 2015 and 3D printed using transparent resin by iMaterialise, BE. 300
The arena is placed on a raised platform; 15 cm underneath this platform, an infrared light-emitting 301 LED lamp (LIU850A, Thorlabs Inc., USA) illuminates the arena surface. We placed 3 sheets of 302 tracing paper between the arena and the lamp to diffuse and reduce the infrared light intensity. 36 303 cm above the arena an infrared-sensitive Chameleon 3 camera (CM3-U3-13S2C-CS-BD, FLIR, 304 USA) was used to record fly movements. A cylinder composed of 48 panels, each consisting of a 305 customized by us to meet our specific requirements. In particular, we used a live tracking system to 320 record fly movements at 11 frames-per-second (during training sessions). The probe session was 321 recorded at 10 frames-per-second. 322
Real-time fly coordinates were used by the script to drive the Genuino board's output signals (and 323 consequently the optogenetic stimulation) as follows: whenever the (x; y) coordinates of the 324 centroid representing the fly were within a "safe zone" in the arena, the optogenetic stimulus was 325 turned off; as soon as the fly left the safe zone, the stimulus was on. Behavioural experiments consisted of two parts, a training session and a probe session. Each 337 training session was made up of 16 trials. Each trial lasted 3 minutes: during the first 30 seconds 338 the fly was free to explore the arena in complete darkness; for the next 30 seconds the fly could 339 explore the arena with the green LED lights on. The LEDs were programmed to display two 340 opposing stripes (according to Buridan's paradigm, i.e. two diametrically opposed black stripes on 341 an evenly lit background); during the last 2 minutes, the fly could be subjected to optogenetic 342 stimulation according to its position in the arena, with the green LED visual patterns still present. 343
Whenever the fly's coordinates were inside a previously defined virtual safe area, no optogenetic 344 stimulation took place; as soon as the fly left the safe area, the optogenetic stimulus (blue-LEDs) 345 was automatically switched on, and bitter-sensing neurons stimulated. The safe zone was defined 346 to be in close proximity to one of the two Buridan stripes. In each trial, the safe zone was shifted to 347 be adjacent to the opposite Buridan stripe: during even numbered trials (1 st , 3 rd ,…,15 th ) the safe 348 zone was adjacent to the 'northern end' stripe; during odd numbered trials, the safe zone was 349 adjacent to the 'southern end' stripe. Once the probe session ended, the fly was aspirated from the arena and discarded; the arena was 356 then cleaned with distilled water and dried with blotting paper. Flies were divided into two 357 experimental groups: the controls (OR-R and OR-R x ChR2 offspringrespectively N = 8 and N = 358 10) and a "case" group called BitterStim (optogenetic-sensitive flies, 57670 x ChR2 offspring -N = 359 38). The case group was further subdivided into two subgroups for the probe session: the first 360 subgroup of flies (BitterStimLIT, N=21) was probed in the presence of the Buridan visual stimuli; the 361 second subgroup was probed in complete darkness (BitterStimDARK, N=20). Trained BitterStim flies 362
were the same number of probed flies. Nonetheless, 3 training videos could not be tracked due to 363 video acquisition issues.
Statistical Analysis 366
Videos acquired with the infrared camera were first uncompressed with VirtualDub 1.10.4 software, 367
then tracked with Ctrax 0.5.18 (Branson et al. 2009 ). Tracking errors were fixed using the MATLAB 368
FixErrorsGUI Ctrax package, and per-frame statistics computed. Computed videos were 369 transformed to .txt format with MATLAB 2018b. Using RStudio 3.5.3 we generated a dataframe for 370 each experimental condition, and defined the localization of the safe zones in the arena. For 371 subsequent comparisons and subsetting we also defined the localization of two extra zones, 372 located at 90 degrees with respect to the safe zones, and equal to the safe zones in terms of area 373 and distance to the arena rim. These two zones were merged and considered as one, unique 374 "NonSafeZone". 375
Training and probe sessions were analysed separately. For the training session, each session was 376 split into two sub-sets: one composed of odd numbered trials (1 st ,3 rd ,..15 th trial) and the other of 377 even numbered trials. This made the analysis of place preference easier since the position of the 378 active safe zone depended on the trial number. Thus, the number of visits to/time spent in an 379 "active" safe zone can at most last for half of the training session (the "Safe_Even" zone provides 380 relief only during even numbered trials). To compare the preference between relief-providing zones 381 and neutral zones of the arena, we applied the same time filter used for safe zones (i.e. filtering 382 according to the evenness of trial number) also to the NonSafeZone (we remained conservative 383 and selected the time filter that maximized the number of localization of flies in these neutral 384 zones). Furthermore, to assess only relief or distress-related behaviours, we considered only the 385 frames when optogenetic stimulation was present according to the flies' position in the arena (i.e. 386 the first 660 frames of each trial were discarded). To assess if bitter-stimulable flies entered the 387 safe zones more often than the controls, we fitted the data with three different Generalised Linear 388
Mixed Models (GLMMs) by using the R package lme4 (Bates et al. 2019) and then we compared 389 the models to select the one which best explained the data. Since "number of visits" is a counting 390 variable, we used the Poisson family of distributions. 391 (GLMM1) log( ) = 0 + 393 (GLMM2) log( ) = 0 + 1 1 + 394 (GLMM3) log( ) = 0 + 1 1 2 + 395 396 Where: 397 = incidence rate (number of visits) 398 1 = 1 st categorical predictor refers to group 399 2 = 2 nd categorical predictor refers to zone 400 = random effects refer to the variation of the intercepts among flies 401
To select the best fitting model we employed the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Schwarz 402 1978) . 403
This approach was used to analyse the number of visits to arena zones of both training and probe 404 sessions. To analyse place preferences during the probe session, we considered only the first two 405 minutes of continuous optogenetic stimulation (the first minute and last minute of each probe 406 session were cut, so as to allow the comparison of probe session data with those of the single 407 trials during the training session). Since we considered the two safe zones as separate entities, we 408 opted to filter out odd numbered frames from NonSafeZone detections, applying the same logic 409 explained for the training session. 410
To assess if the time spent in different zones of the arena depended on the group of flies being 411 tested and on the zones themselves, we fitted data with three different Linear Mixed-Effects 412 To test velocity changes within the safe zones, according to bitter-relief during training, we used a 427
Linear Mixed-Effects Model. We considered a window of 100 frames (approximately 10 seconds) 428 after the entrance of the fly into the zone: after ten seconds inside a zone, especially if relief is 429 provided, a fly has probably stopped (so no further differences in velocity usually occur). We 430 considered the progressive trials and flies as the nested random effects of the model (i.e. we let 431 the intercept of the model vary for each fly during a specific trial). We computed two Linear Mixed-432
Effects Models: the first one was a "null" model, so velocity changes had only the progressive 433 number of frames since the entrance in the zone as the explanatory variable. The second model 434 considered velocity changes to vary as a function of relief being present or not and of the number 435 of frames for which the fly was inside the zone. in probe session modelling is the zone condition for each fly ( ) but the term = 0 for all the 448 variables in the equation (there is no nesting of random effects). 449
As for the GLMMs described previously, also for velocity changes, the BIC value guided model 450
selection. An analogous approach was used to assess velocity changes during the probe session. 451
In the latter case, we tested whether velocities were influenced by the zone (i.e. the safe zones) 452
and progressive frame number of frames inside the zone, with random effects represented by each 453 single experimental fly. In this case, since no relief is taking place anywhere in the arena, we 454 hypothesised that BitterStimLIT flies would not stop inside any zone. So, no flies would remain 455 within a zone, if they are not relieved from distress, for 10 seconds. Nonetheless, we opted to 456 analyse the first 30 frames (approximately 3 seconds) as already done in similar paradigms applied 457 to path integration (Corfas et al. 2019) . 458
For graphics production, we used RStudio ggplot2 (Wickham 2009) the data, the lower the BIC the better the fit; BF = Bayes' Factor; GLMM = Generalised Linear-Mixed 561
Model; LME = Linear Mixed-Effects Model; df = degrees of freedom; Safe zone = relief-providing 562 zone; Odd = southern safe zone, providing relief during odd numbered trials (framed by the sea-563 green square in Figure 2C ); Even = northern safe zone, providing relief during even numbered trials 564 (framed by the red square in Figure 2C ); BitterStim = Bitter-stimulable flies; BitterStimLIT = Bitter-565 stimulable flies probed with LEDs displaying Buridan's stripes lit; BitterStimDARK = Bitter-stimulable 566 flies probed in complete darkness; CTRL = Control group. When the null model is the best model no BF is reported. A) Different GLMMs used to explain the number of visits to different zones in the 568 arena during training session. In our case, the best GLMM for data explanation considers the 569 individual flies as belonging to different groups, evidencing that there is a difference between bitter-570 stimulable flies and control flies; B) LMEs used to evidence a difference between group of flies in the 571 time spent in different arena zones. Our analysis indicate that the best model for data explanation is 572 the one considering the Group:Zone interaction as explanatory of the time spent in different zones. 573 C) Different GLMMs used to evidence if flies inhomogeneous visits to different zones of the arena 574 during the probe session can be explained by group and zone differences. Fruit fly visits to a zone 575 of the arena during probe session are independent from the zone (whether it was a previously 576 associated to relief or not) and the group to which the fly belongs. D) Different LMEs used to evidence 577 that the time spent in specific zones of the arena during the probe session is dependent on 578
Group:Zone interaction. E) Different Linear Mixed-Effects (LME) Models used to describe velocity 579 changes during the training session. For the BitterStim group, velocity changes were better explained 580 when considering whether a given zone, during specific trials, was an "active" safe zone (i.e. could 581 provide bitter-relief). This means that the velocity curves, and therefore fly kinetics, depend on relief-582 perception. F) LMEs used to assess whether the velocity curves of BitterStimLIT flies are different 583 between the last two relief-associated zones of the training session; BitterStimLIT flies manifested 584 different velocities depending on the zone they were walking in. The fly is tracked in the arena for 3 minutes; during the first 30 seconds the fly is in complete 591 darkness, for the following 30 seconds the fly is free to explore the surroundings with the visual 592 pattern displayed; during the remaining 2 minutes optogenetic stimulation is delivered according to 593 the fly's position in the arena. This procedure is repeated 16 times in total. The end of the 16 th trial marks the end of the training session. After training (second row) the fly is probed for place memory 595 in the same way as during a training trial, but without providing a safe zone. B) IR = infrared. For 596 clarity we show the apparatus used in our experiments. With the exception of the optogenetic 597 apparatus, the same tools were also used in a different set of experiments (Frighetto et al. 2019) . 598
Details about the set-up components are described in Materials and Methods section. 599
